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It is the year 2030.In this era, the Hot Dog would explode.The cause of this is nuclear war.The people of the world have been living in fear for a long time.The world is at the brink of chaos.The world's society has broken down. Players will be selected to play as the "Hot Dog Man" who works for the
CIA.The mission of the game is to prevent and contain the Hot Dog Man.In this third person role-playing game, players will use bombs、time reversal skills or the ability to change the state of objects in the scene.Each puzzle is carefully designed and 100% passable.The world would lose color.Will the
Hot Dog Man remain balanced?How long will you be able to survive the blows of time? If the Hot Dog would explode in the world, how would it influence the events in the real world?What would you do if time could go back?is expected to be released in 2019. We thank everyone for your interest and
we hope that you will enjoy it." Web: Twitter: Game: Preview Screenshots : The Hot Dog would Explode This is a puzzle game about time reversal.It will evoke thoughts about the present and the past.In a fantastic world, players will play as a "Hot Dog Man" and use bombs、time reversal skills or the
ability to change the state of objects in the scene.what would you do if time could go back? List of game contents: • This is a third-person role-playing game. • The narrator of the game will tell a story，after each puzzle, the player can unlock a piece of story content. • There are 30 puzzles in the
game.Each puzzle requires players to use The above mentioned abilities of the Hottie Doggie. • Each puzzle is carefully designed and 100% passable. Core features： • Inspired by real-life events. • Players can use time reversal at any time. • When time goes back, the world will lose its original color
and sound will go backwards. • Puzzles will drive players considering the relation between "past" and "present." The game is recommended to use 1360

Ratergy Features Key:
Up to 16 Players
An intense fight for survival against hordes of ghosts..
Use search & destroy against a new online cooperative mode
Manage your inventory, weapons, power ups, and earn the title "Hero!''
Manage your health, armor and weapon between rounds with limited respawns
Online cooperative play
Challenges, special games, mini games and more
Spook-our rated content: PG-13 for younger gamers
Intense online multiplayer horror game
Built with Unity
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